TAGSTER™
Graffiti and Tagging Reliquifier

Application Tip Sheet
TAGSTER™ is a remarkable emulsifier that safely solves your GRAFFITI problems without using
hazardous solvents. Best of all TAGSTER™ is biodegradable, non-caustic, non-toxic and
non-flammable.

TAGSTER™ is neutralized by water. DO NOT DILUTE!
Non-Porous Surfaces - metal, glass, plastic and formica:
First agitate TAGSTER™ by shaking the bottle. SHAKE WELL.
Attach trigger sprayer and adjust spray nozzle as needed.
Apply TAGSTER™. Always apply to dry surface, NEVER to a wet surface!
•
•

Spray TAGSTER™ directly onto the graffiti. TAGSTER™ is designed to cling
to a vertical surface without running off.
Spray TAGSTER™ onto a clean towel, then apply the treated towel directly to the
graffiti.

To speed up the reliquifing process, agitate with a brush or towel.
When graffiti is visibly reliquified, simply wipe up with a clean towel or rinse away with water.
Remember, if you rinsed the graffiti area with water, you must first thoroughly dry the surface
before reapplying TAGSTER™.

Porous Surfaces - concrete, brick, rock, masonry and wood:
First agitate TAGSTER™ by shaking the bottle. SHAKE WELL.
Attach trigger sprayer and adjust spray nozzle as needed.
Apply TAGSTER™ directly to the graffiti. Always apply to dry surface, NEVER to a wet
surface!
Agitate with a stiff bristled brush, forcing TAGSTER™ into the surface pores where paint has
migrated to. Allow TAGSTER™ to work approximately five (5) minutes.
After the graffiti is thoroughly dissolved, wipe away with a clean towel or rinse with water. Use
of pressure washer will blast the reliquified graffiti from the pores of the surface.
If you need to reapply TAGSTER™, remember to allow the surface to dry completely. Again
agitate vigorously to force TAGSTER™ into the pores and let TAGSTER™ work
for fifteen (15) minutes. Some graffiti is tougher than other, but it will come off.
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